Fresh Oil New Wine Part 2!
KJV Matthew

9:16 No man putteth a piece of new cloth unto an old
garment, for that which is put in to fill it up taketh from the garment, and
the rent is made worse.
17 Neither do men put new wine into old bottles: else the bottles break,
and the wine runneth out, and the bottles perish: but they put new wine
into new bottles, and both are preserved.
God is doing a NEW THING and change is always uncomfortable!
The New Thing God does is contained in the New wine and new wine
must be placed in new wineskins!
As wineskins pour out the anointing, they need refilling!
The refilling’s are so we can possess the power to confront the new evils
and challenges of each generation.
In order for us as carriers of His anointing to pour out on the people
salvation, healing and deliverance we must stay filled.
• Only new wineskins can receive and handle new wine!
Old wineskins dry up and become brittle and lose their elasticity! They
become hard, inflexible and unusable.
Old wineskins can’t handle pressure, they breakdown under pressure!
This refers to saints that won’t grow, change and receive new revelation
for new seasons, they can be young or old!
As I stated in Wednesday night’s teaching wineskins need reconditioning
in order to hold and handle the new wine.
Reconditioning by cleaning and soaking the old wineskin in fresh oil!
New Wine as it ferments expels gases, so the wineskin must expand, or
it will burst from the pressure.
• Please understand The Father uses pressure to transform us!
Some of you may not understand why you feel the way you do in this
season; God is stretching His church demanding more from us and
preparing us for a greater anointing!
More time in The Word, worship, praise and prayer are needed!

There are inner storms just like there are outer storms, this is hurricane
season. Hurricanes and storms happen when warm air collides with
cold air and they fight for dominance over a region.
Wikipedia defines storms as any disturbed state of an environment!
God uses new wineskins to start storms and initiate new moves of God!
• Carriers of New Wine are catalyst’s initiators of change!
ESV Job

32:19 Behold, my belly is like wine that has no vent; like new
wineskins ready to burst.
The New Wine as it ferments creates (movement) storms in our belly,
causing agitation, generating movement and power!
A move of God is God in motion, God involved in the affairs of men!
A move of God is God moving things in and out of our lives, often it
takes storms to uproot deep seated things in our lives!
ESV Nahum

1:3 The LORD is slow to anger and great in power, and the
LORD will by no means clear the guilty. His way is in whirlwind and
storm, and the clouds are the dust of his feet.
• God’s ways are often seen in storms, don’t misinterpret your
storm!
Status quo is Latin for “unaltered conditions” or “the current state of
things.”
When God moves¸ He changes the “Status Quo”, the current state of
things!
Many of the changes we see are God in motion!
God is moving our furniture out of the way, fixtures, things that
have been fixed, unmovable and unchanged in years!
It’s all about The New Wine, because wine “maketh glad the heart of
man, and oil to make his face to shine, and bread which strengtheneth
man's heart.” (Psalm 104:15)
The only thing that will make the saints glad is NEW WINE!
A fresh anointing, a fresh touch from The Hand of God, not more of this,
that and the other—only a Move of God upon your life!

Pro 31:6 Give strong drink to him who is perishing, and wine to him
whose life is bitter.
God is offering NEW WINE to those in distress and bitter bondage!
Ephesians 5:18 Don't get drunk on wine, which leads to wild living.
Instead, be filled with the Spirit?
New Wine produces new things, new thoughts, ideas and feelings!
KJV Isaiah

43:19 Behold, I will do a new thing; now it shall spring forth;
shall ye not know it? I will even make a way in the wilderness, and
rivers in the desert.
20 The beast of the field shall honour me, the dragons and the owls:
because I give waters in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert, to give
drink to my people, my chosen.
21 This people have I formed for myself; they shall shew forth my praise.
New Wine causes what God is doing to bubble up and spring forth out
of our lives!
It’s time for something great, something awesome and something
spectacular to spring forth out of The Body of Christ!
And only the New Wine can produce it!
ESV Isaiah

42:8 I am the LORD; that is my name; my glory I give to no
other, nor my praise to carved idols.
9 Behold, the former things have come to pass, and new things I now
declare; before they spring forth I tell you of them."
The Father is declaring (announcing, making known and revealing) His
plan for this season of our lives!
Just as a person can’t drink wine once and get drunk, neither can a
believer be filled once and remain full, as we minister, we release virtue,
anointings and gifts of The Holy Ghost our wine is used up.
We need new wine in order to build The Kingdom of God with the
power and authority necessary in these times!
KJV Isaiah

65:8 Thus saith the LORD, As the new wine is found in the
cluster, and one saith, destroy it not; for a blessing is in it:
There is a blessing in The New Wine we must understand and receive!

Six Results of Receiving The New Wine

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Causes storms in life.
Changes environments and conditions.
Produces new thoughts, ideas and lifestyles.
Takes away the pain and bitterness of the past.
Refreshes and makes the saints glad.
New wine reveals new skills and abilities.

How People Handle Change
1. Shock and disorientation.
2. Anger and other emotional responses.
3. Coming to terms with the new situation.
4. Acceptance and moving forward.

The apostle Paul was so resistant to change that Jesus had to blind him
with appeared to him with light from heaven and speak to him directly.
GWN Acts

9:3 As Saul was coming near the city of Damascus, a light from
heaven suddenly flashed around him.
4 He fell to the ground and heard a voice say to him, "Saul! Saul! Why
are you persecuting me?"
Saul at that time thought he was doing the will and work God had for his
life and he did it with zeal.
KJV Acts

9:5 And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And the Lord said, I am
Jesus whom thou persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against the
pricks.
Kicking against the pricks or ox goads as they were known, was a sharp
piece of iron on the end of a stick used to poke ox’s to keep them
moving when they stopped plowing.
Sometimes the ox would get angry and kick the goad, injuring them
worse than the poke, causing them pain and discomfort.
Jesus was telling Saul (and us) the extra pain we cause ourselves when
we resist the change God is bringing to our lives!
God had to blind Saul before he was willing to see what he refused to
acknowledge was happening all around him, change!

God was doing a new thing and Saul had been resisting it!
Don’t be so resistant to what God is doing that He has to totally disrupt
your life to get you to see it!

